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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

I find the article as a very good review. The presented statements proves the 

understanding of machine learning tools. Even my lack of medicine education and 

experience, I can recognize the oresentation of different appliations of ML in medicine. 

So, I do confirm the coprehensive character of the mauscript. Please find below minor 

specific remarks. If they are considered - in my opinion there is no need of the second 

round of reviewing.   Specific mino remarks:  Section: What is ML? Why not to 

mention artificial neural networks among the ML tools mentioned? ANN are also 

applied as conventional ML tools.  Does in "… ML requires computer systems to “learn” 

patterns… " "computer systems" mean "software". "Software" would be more suitable.   

Section: Types of ML "More often than not, …" ??? What does it mean?  Section: DL and 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) What about predictive function of CNN? Predicting 

values by CNN based on images is also applied. May be not in medical applications but 

generally is one of their function.  DL term refers also to the case where sound files (not 

only images) serves as an input.   The last paragraph on page 5.  "DL algorithms, such 

as ANN and CNN…"  ANN are applied not exclusively for DL. Please consider the 

shape of the sentence: DL algorithms have been applied… Then the tense. I would say: 

DL algorithms are successfully applied…. 

 


